
The Cost of AI
and how to solve it locally







…is experiencing…



…is experiencing…

…a revolution



First there w
as better search



We could use:



We could use:

Google



We could use:

Google
Bing



We could use:
Google

Bing
Duck Duck Go



To get better answers

for every question



But search engines
can only go so far



Sometimes our
question shows 
some bias



and the 
answer 

may reflect 
that bias back 

to us



Search engines also
focus on finding
the source of information



and not the answer to the 
specific question



but
now

there is
AI



AI tools answer
the question



Will AI replace the role of 
the search engine?







chatgpt was the first to get
everyone excited about AI



Can it 
answer
everyone’s questions?



A lot of folks think so
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evangelist @ infra
@technovangelist



AI is not new



and as with any 
long road





Users are asking
and trusting without

verification



a lawyer 
looked for 

precedent &
believed

what he saw



they are even
submitting their data



personal data
means personalized

results



but that 
can also 
have bad
outcomes



and it can
potentially

skew 
future

results



scroll down…





I mentioned there
may be a solution



its easier
and

harder 
than you think



the solution 
is local



If you are the type
to think about 
going local



you have probably 
seen this…





We are building 
another tool



and we are learning 
from every other tool 

out there



Let’s look at some 
of the alternatives



some projects
are not long lived



but first…



some definitions



LLM



tokens





inference, 
quantization, 
batching, 
attention,  
and more





How to use with Python
• If you are already using Python, go to the next 
slide
• If you have done anything with Python in the 
past but not an active Python dev, your 
environment is probably broken
• good luck in fixing it



How to use with Python – 
slide 2
• If you already have Jupyter setup, 
skip to slide 3
• If you don’t, good luck
•Choose an environment, conda, anaconda, 

miniconda, miniforge.
• Find your favorite conflicting guide to install it
• Find another because the first few won’t work



How to use Python – 
slide 3
•Find a random Python notebook that you can 
run thru and hope there are no errors.
•There will be errors and yes, they are cryptic 



How to use Python
slide 4
• If you like this process…

Congratulations
You are a Python developer



An easier method
•One popular solution is openplayground
•Make sure you have a good python 
environment
•pip install openplayground
•Fix the errors





Now what?



Oobabooga
text-generation-
webui



you got your python 
environment 

working, right?







DEMO





DEMO



Introducing 
Ollama



Goals of the project
• Easy for new users
• Simple run command
• Simple UI (coming soon)

•Powerful for developers
• Not just for Python 

• Easy install (Apple Silicon Today, Intel, Windows 
and Linux soon)
• The easiest distribution model
• Free and open source forever



Using Ollama
•ollama run orca
•ollama run llama2
•ollama run vicuna

•ollama run orca “why is the sky blue”



Based on Docker layers
• Layer for the model weights
• Layer for parameters
• Layer for prompts
• Layer for LORA
• Layer for other functionality
• Layers are reused as needed
•Updating a base layer doesn't break the model



Customize with Modelfile
FROM llama2



Create and run the model
ollama create amazingimages –f 
./amazingimages

ollama run amazingimages



Customize with Modelfile
FROM llama2

SYSTEM """
You are an artist with a way with words. Every prompt will be a 
simple idea. You will transform that simple idea into a prompt that 
an image generation tool like MidJourney can use to visualize the 
idea. You will expand on the idea, provide new and interesting 
details and add excitement to the description. Turn every simple 
idea into an explosion of amazing inspiration. Never just provide a 
definition of the phrase. Always produce a visual description of 
the idea, and prefer to describe an analogy rather than a literal 
description. Just output the text. Never include emojis in the 
output. Also include the colors of the image, and the style. Try to 
describe the most visually appealing image.
"""



Customize with Modelfile
FROM llama2
PARAMETER temperature 0.9
SYSTEM """
You are an artist with a way with words. Every prompt will be a 
simple idea. You will transform that simple idea into a prompt that 
an image generation tool like MidJourney can use to visualize the 
idea. You will expand on the idea, provide new and interesting 
details and add excitement to the description. Turn every simple 
idea into an explosion of amazing inspiration. Never just provide a 
definition of the phrase. Always produce a visual description of 
the idea, and prefer to describe an analogy rather than a literal 
description. Just output the text. Never include emojis in the 
output. Also include the colors of the image, and the style. Try to 
describe the most visually appealing image.
"""



DEMO
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